
CSR FAQ’s
CSR Stands for Corporate Social Responsibility 

CSR is all encompassing and touches on how the firm operates in relationship to

all stakeholders both internal and external as well as the planet. It puts social,

environmental and ethical concerns at the forefront of key decisions in every area

of a company and its structures, systems, and operations. 

What is CSR?

What is your CSR Model?

We think of CSR as the water putting out big fires threatening society, our

focus is fashion & fashion adjacent fields but it applies every industry. 

This water gets carried in four buckets: Ethics, The Environment,  Economics,

and Altruism (formerly called charity or philanthropy.)

Most of these issues are interrelated, so having all 4 buckets is vital. 

These are big fires! The firefighters moving the water can be summed up by

what we call the SOS model: Stakeholders, Objectives, and Systems.

Stakeholders: staff, contractors, makers, founders, funders, the community

& the planet. Objectives: specific ways your stakeholders decide to address

the social responsibilities to each of four buckets.

Systems: procedures, policies, protocols, and people put in place to let CSR

communications & solutions flow effectively.  

Why is CSR more important than ever? 

CSR has been increasingly abused. It's been used to enable greenwashing or cause

washing with insufficient attention to outcomes or the ways it empowers people.

Fashion as a field is particularly guilty of this and is a major contributing factor for

many systemic issues within the four buckets. As such fashion CSR must be even

more intentional, deliberate, and proactive.  
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Why would a kid focused company care about CSR? 

Little Red Fashion is a fashion education & edtech company. We care about leaving

a better future for the kids we tell stories to. That means doing our part to educate

the adults who'll leave them a fashion industry we can be proud of. 



CSR FAQ's 
CSR is a process. It takes time and intentionality to build a truly organic flow in

this department especially because it requires a unique synergy between all parts

of your company on top of what you're doing to stay afloat! We get it, it's a lot!

But that's why we're here to help with free resources like this to get important 

 conversations going. It's also why we are available for CSR & DEI workshop

and consulting solutions tailored to fashion and fashion adjacent firms. 

What about my current CSR efforts? 

What's the difference between CSR & DEI? 

Can you give examples of where operations fit into buckets? 

What else is Little Red Fashion doing in this space? 

Little Red Fashion is taking its internal models for CSR and DEI to create free

resources for professionals looking to explore new perspectives on these fronts. We

are also creating a series of paid workshops & strategic solutions rooted in our

frameworks through a new internal consulting division. We are committed to a

better fashion future through intentional action and creative approaches to vital

issues.  

Part ii 

Little Red Fashion draws our philosophy from a hybrid of traditional CSR & DEI

models and believes that diversity, equity, and inclusion are in fact an

essential part of any well-rounded CSR program and feedback loops

between these disciplines are essential. 
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